
Name:___________________________ 
 

SPLAT the STICKY sounds in the STICKY WORDS 
 

Write each word in the set boxes to the right.  SPLAT the letter or letters that do not sound as they should (according 
to the phonics learned up to this point) by coloring them yellow, like sticky honey. Circle/Loop letters together that 

form one sound or that make a blend. 
 
 

other      
 

 
 
Use your knowledge of sounds to decode the words below.  Some of the words begin with a 
lazy schwa sound like “other.”  After trying the schwa sound or the sound the beginning letter 
can spell, decide if the word begins with a schwa sound and circle that word if it does. 
 

among onto enter alone 

apple amazing after offend 

apart exit agree otter 

animals along actor afraid 
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Name:________________________________ 
 

The Other One 
Cat is deciding between two options.  Read the sentences to decide which option she chooses.  

Circle the option she chooses.  Underline the word “other” in the sentences below. 
 

  
 

  

  
 

  

  

 

 
 

 

1)  For  the  fruit,  Cat  wants  to  keep  the  apple,   
not  the  other  fruit. 
 
2)  For  lunch  Cat  does  not  want  a  burger.  She  
wants  the  other  lunch. 
 
3)  Cat  wants  to  put  on  the  bow  with  dots,  not   
the  other  bow. 
 
4)  Cat  needs  a  fan  she  can  plug  in.  The  other   
fan  cannot  run  on  its  own. 
 
5)  Cat  needs  a  pot  with  a  lid,  not  the  other  pot. 
 
6)  Cat  does  not  want  a  dark  hat.  She  wants  the  
other  hat. 
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Read the phrases below.  Color or circle  
the pictures with the correct color  
according to the written phrases. 

Color by Color 

yellow  shirt brown  hammer pink  snout 

brown  cow purple  horse blue  book 

brown  couch purple  broom green  lizard 

yellow  car red  lobster yellow  jacket 
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